March 2, 2020

Addendum No. 1
MILWAUKEE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Central Library – Community Room One Upgrade

To: All Bidders
From: InSite Consulting Architects

General:
1) This addendum updates information to include all A/V scope. Also included is Alternate #4 for wireless microphones.
2) The ceiling plan has been updated to add A/V equipment.
3) Door hardware information has been added.
4) The Clarus Board size has been reduced.

Specifications:
1) No changes.

Drawings:
1) Replace Sheet A001 with Amended Sheet A001 attached.
2) Replace Sheet A301 with Amended Sheet A301 attached.
3) Replace Sheet A601 with Amended Sheet A601 attached.
4) Replace Sheet A602 with Amended Sheet A602 attached.
5) Replace Sheet A801 with Amended Sheet A801 attached.
6) Replace Sheet M001 with Amended Sheet M001 attached.
7) Insert A/V drawings after sheet E301

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1